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guarantee the security which is the basis of his tenure
of   power.     Hobbes   is   here   driven   into   confusion,
though one must admit that he has carried his logic
to a very great distance before he is tripped.    He has to
admit, for instance, that the sovereign can justly put a
subject to death, because ' every Subject is Author of
every act the Sovereign doth'.   The murder of Uriah
by David was no injury to Uriah, but only to God,
This certainly seems to be a dangerous position, if the
whole basis of society is security.    Men to avoid being
killed by their neighbours compose a society in which
the ruler can equally well kill them without any pretext
given i   And then there is the question of revolution,
If the revolution shows signs of being successful, then
plainly the sovereign is not fulfilling his function.    His
business is to keep the peace ;   and if the revolution
prevails against him/then he has failed to carry out
his contract.   The moment the balance of force inclines
against him his legal rights vanish.    The multitude is
only bound to Mm who can prevail, and should there-
fore apparently change sides and join the revolution
immediately the scale is turned.
This, however, is not a discrepancy of great impor-
tance. If we accept Hobbes' assumptions, we find our-
selves committed irrevocably to the vast majority of
his conclusions and to his defence of absolutism. But
Ms assumptions are indeed fantastic. In the first
place, Ms psychology is grossly at fault. Men's actions
are not all determinate ; their motives are scarcely ever
closely reasoned out. Man acts on instinct and tradi-
tion, and is a bond-slave of * that monster, custom '.
Society springs up naturally because man, as Aristotle
had pointed out for all time, is naturally a social being :
the fact of immaa association demands no explanation
in terms of purpose or of cunning. Hooker on this

